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BACKDROP – MOTIVATION FOR THE STUDY

Two overall motivators 

1. Tendencies in the Norwegian society at large 

 Take-off curve in use of Social Network Sites, foremost Facebook in 2007/08

 Millions of Norwegians registered on various social media platforms

 Same tendencies in The Norwegian Public Sector

 For example: municipalities register on Facebook, organize conferences, «social media» appear in strategy documents, etc. 

 Many bottom-up and top-down social media initiatives

 Create questions on what social media «is»; surfaces as ambiguous ; requires to be sensemade by local actors in organizations

2. A research knowledge gap in organizational research

 Study of adoption and implementation processes of technologies in organizational life is behind

 Orlikowski and Scott (2008) performed review of leading peer-reviewed research journals in organization studies 

 Examined 2027 scientific articles from 1997 to 2006; only 100 works addressed the role of technologies in organizations

 Treem and Leonardi (2012) make same observation on social media, a newer unexplored research realm  



RESEARCH QUESTION

Main research question: 
 How is social media interpreted, used, and classified, and what kinds of new practices can we 

identify in the public sector?

 Main research question reformulated into four research questions:

1. How do actors evaluate, classify, and define social media in organizational contexts in which they 
interact?

2. What types of user patterns can we find?

3. To what extent is use of social media congruent with organizational practices?

4. In what ways do social media challenge organizations?



RESEARCH APPROACH

Qualitative research study
 Two organizational contexts 

 K-12 education system

 Public Administration

 4 case studies in three organizations

 4 actors: 

 A group of students at a high school

 A teacher at a high school

 Competence group in social media in a municipality

 Employees in county authority

 About 40 informants

 Age between 16 to 60

 Main method qualitative interviews

 Individual and group interviews

 Two key informants interviewed several times



RESEARCH PERSPECTIVE 

 Organizational perspectives on adoption and 

implementation of technologies in organizational life

 Inspired by the works of W. Orlikowski 

A research review of: 
1. Research of social media in organization studies

 Social Network Sites, blogs, wiki

2. Research of social media in educational research

 Social Network Sites, blogs, wikis and YouTube

(Leonardi & Barley 2010)



RESEARCH PERSPECTIVE 

 The challenge for organization studies

 Frame adoption and implementation of new technologies from top-down 
perspectives in organizations

 Social media requires new research lenses

 Organization researchers theorize the affordance introduced by Gibson (1986) 
concept in new ways to understand social media – but limited

 The thesis argues for the need of decentralized perspectives as actors can 
network and shape user-generated content in new ways

 Media and communication scholars have researched this perspective on social 
media on society at large



RESEARCH PERSPECTIVE

 Promoting a model argument
 Different way to address social media in organization studies

 Understand use of social media from an actor’s point of view => «life-worlds»

 How actors can create local organizings around social media

Two sources of inspiration
 Fredrik Barth’s «Models of Social Organization»

 Karl Weick’s “Making Sense of the Organization”

 Each model uses relevant concepts describing the use and 
condition for technology in its contexts

 The social side of use of technology in organizational life

 Address the meaning of emergent social structures coming from 
recursive use of use of technologies  the output from such social 
processes where people use technology



MODEL 1: THE SHADOW STUDENT LEARNING ECOLOGY
RESEARCH FINDINGS FROM THE STUDENT CASE

How high school students take the initiative themselves and use social media 
to organize formal and informal learning

 Analyzed in context of educational initiative attempted to boost students’ digital 

competence = laptop initiative 

 School’s ban on Facebook use

 General social media user patterns

 Online, yes, but passive, communicate with close ties

 Combine social media platforms

 Formal learning

 FB-groups main hub and take different roles 

Informal learning

 YouTube used to learn about hobbies



MODEL 2: AUTHENTIC LEARNING SITUATIONS
RESEARCH FINDINGS FROM THE TEACHER CASE

 Eight months classroom study of language teacher aimed at using 
social media and digital learning resources to teach students a 
foreign language => textbook free classroom practice

 Uncommon classroom practice 

 Outcomes

 Require different planning of learning

 Students differently accept such a learning design

 Requires much work on the social side of technology

 YouTube a success

 Students more textbook-orientated than we believe



MODEL 3: RELATION PLATFORMS
RESEARCH FINDINGS FORM THE BETA CASE

Tracks the work of a competence group of social media 
in a municipality based on a nine months fieldwork

 Demonstrates that the view of social media has to be fitted to 

dominant organizational views on how public organizations are 
managed

 Results in hybrid view on social media, combining grassroots 
perspectives and general views on how public administration are 
managed

 The way to analyzes above aspect is by tracking the structuration of 
a knowledge process

 A difficult case



MODEL 4: 2.0 SOCIAL INTRANET PORTAL
RESEARCH FINDINGS FROM THE SOCIAL INTRANET CASE

 Tracks the implementation of a new social intranet and top-

management motivated initiative

 Establish a “sharing culture” and the idea of “sharing”

 Implementation of technology

 Different groups have different expectations

 Outcomes

 Sharing transforms to informing practice

 Strong self-censorship

 Creates private social media channels

 Little dialogue



CONCLUSION AND POINTS FOR DISCUSSION

 What social dynamics are really at play here?

 Is social media an idea or a technology?

 Reconsider our theoretical approaches

 Are our methods sound?


